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Frommer's Sweden (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2009

	You'll never fall into the tourist traps when you travel with Frommer's. It's like having a friend show you around, taking you to the places locals like best. Our expert authors have already gone everywhere you might go -- they've done the legwork for you, and they're not afraid to tell it like it is, saving you time and...
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Animal Visions: Posthumanist Dream Writing (Palgrave Studies in Animals and Literature)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		Animal Visions considers how literature responds to the harms of anthropocentricism, working with Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights (1847) and various adaptations of this canonistic novel to show how posthumanist dream writing unsettles the privileging of the human species over other species. Two feminist...
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Flash 5 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"The must-have book for all Flash developers!"
—James Baker, Creative Director, the wddg
    "The Flash 5 Bible is the book to have."
—Todd Purgason, Creative Director, Juxt Interactive    

    If Flash 5 can do it, you can do it too...
    Whether you're a Web-development...
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Mrs. Lirriper's Lodgings [EasyRead Edition]Fictionwise, 2001
"Mrs. Lirriper's Lodging" unwaveringly presents Charles Dickens' idealistic approach. It tells the story of an affectionate, humanistic lady Mrs. Emma Lirriper. She has come out of the pit of suffering and distress with new optimistic vision. The story beautifully intertwines the themes of humanism, faith in the final outcome of human...
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Mechanics and Strength of MaterialsSpringer, 2005

	This textbook gives a clear and thorough presentation of the fundamental principles of mechanics and strength of materials. It provides both the theory and applications of mechanics of materials on an intermediate theoretical level, ranging from the mechanical properties of materials through the effects of axial load, torsion, bending, and...
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Photoshop Elements 3 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Do you want to rearm Venus de Milo, shave Uncle Harry’s beard, or turn gray skies to blue? Have at it with PhotoshopElements 3 For Dummies, your guide to enhancing the effect, fixing the flaws, or adding artistic effects to your photos. You’ll discover how to:
	Import and organize your photos     

...
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Effective Knowledge Transfer in Multinational CorporationsPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
Those who have really enabled this research – and will, I hope, also benefit from its outcome at one point or other – are the managers who participated in the study. I hope my lengthy questionnaire and my numerous follow-up calls have not discouraged them to support further empirical studies. Special thanks go to my advisers, Professors...
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Documenting Software Architectures: Views and BeyondAddison Wesley, 2002
"This book is of immense value. It should save you months of  trials and errors, lots of undeserved hassle, and many costly mistakes that  could potentially jeopardize the whole endeavor. It will become an important  reference on the shelf of the software architect."—From the Foreword by Philippe  Kruchten,...
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Undue Influence: How the Wall Street Elite Puts the Financial System at RiskJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
In late 1999, a Republican congressman held a party in Washington
to celebrate the passing of new legislation destined to
have a profound effect on Wall Street and the entire financial
industry in the United States. Despite the date on the law,
the principle upon which it was based actually had been a cornerstone
of the...
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Beginning Android WearablesApress, 2015

	Beginning Android Wearables gives you the skills you need to make effective apps for Android Wear-based smartwatches, fitness bracelets, connected home wearable controllers, and Google Glass. Delight your users by giving them access to the information they'll need at the tips of their fingers.


	This book is very...
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Oracle Essbase 9 Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2009

	The hot new data analysis trends involve business intelligence and analytics. The technology that supports business intelligence and analytics better than anything else is today's multidimensional OLAP technology - and there is none better than Oracle Essbase! Although storing data in a cube and developing analytical applications leaves...
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The Adobe Photoshop Elements Crafts BookPeachpit Press, 2005
Millions of people own digital cameras, yet most of us just store our digital photos on a hard drive or email them to friends. But what if you want to get a little more creative with your images? Armed with little more than a copy of Photoshop Elements, a computer, an inkjet printer, and a handful of basic tools, you can...
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